Murrey’s Binary Algorithm:  
Murrey’s Musical Fractal:  
Murrey’s Perfect Pitch: 437.50  
MBA: .00152587890625  
Produces Murrey’s (17) Octaves  
Vedic Chant: OOOMMMM: Music

By T.H. Murrey

96.875% of all university graduates can not create an algorithm; try it. Did it work?

Rhythm at Music Row  
3/8th and 7/8th Crossroads: Nashville  
Nashville lies on: 37.5 degrees latitude and 87.50% longitude at Harmony # 01.

1800 AD Nashville: 1st Masonic Group of forty men called their group Harmony # 01. President Jackson was part of its start. They were asked to change the name, when people were confused about music.

1787.50 AD Nashville granted to warriors who defeated the British in North Carolina during the American Revolutionary War. 1987 Crash 200 Year cycle

Sony Music Building and Warner Music Group Building built at the hub of Music Row looking at the statue: Musica: on Music Row from 16th Ave to 17th Ave.

The Kenneth Schermerhorn Symphony Center Nashville is built so harmonic cycles 440.625 (per second) will resonate perfect pitch. If you can’t carry a tune hold your mouth on fire with hot sauce set to perfect pitch. If you drink (up) in (at).

Just around the corner from “losers” Bar is the Corner Pub and Blue Bar.

The Corner Pub has 32 flat-screen TV’s set with 1,024 pixels per inch: harmony. Christie will dial in a sport or music set to perfect pitch: music: math: Murrey Math. Ask her.

South Street Bar is set to Cajun Food: music to (more) traders: appetite.

The best way to your trading heart is through your stomach: hot food and great beer: forget about the quality of the music. South Street Bar and Chrissie will set your mouth on fire with hot sauce set to perfect pitch. If you can’t carry a tune hold your beers and keep trading food for beers, step aside and let the winners to the bar.

Feb. 18 2007 Daytona 500 Race  
Darrel Walthrop declares NASCAR may come out with an IPO for race teams.

Darrel won Daytona 500 in 1987 after (17) Tries in car (17). And Richard Petty won (200) races and the Daytona 500 (7) times in car (43).

NASCAR always starts with (43) cars: harmonic circle (cycle).

World Record: Murrey wins Algorithm Award: Paris 1995  
World Record: Most copied, reproduced, stolen trading strategy in the world now.

World Record: predict new IPO breakouts higher or lower with (only) birth weight (price) on opening day set to music: math.

Fastest growing Trading strategy in the world predicting future market reverses off the same (exact) MM numbers set in 1993.

Trading, Investing, teaching trading and buy and selling of markets will find (every) trader smarter than T. Henning Murrey, if you are male. Women (just) want rules.

Stop your thinking right here and decide: “Has your expert investing equaled your gambling trading?” Investing and Buy and Hold Long term Trading involves your mind to fool you (into) thinking your perception of the worth of any market is real based on the “good information” presented (to you).

This article you are about to enjoy, will be based on 100% technical strategy placing the “trigger for trades” off percentages (exact) off preset levels (done for you) back in 1993, so when any market enters one of (17) automatic levels, you are expected to pull the trigger and take the profits or accept the required (1/2) of 1/8th loss per trade.

Combining Math Logic Technical Trading strategy with “perception:” Is done everyday, until you experience more success from the least parameters, not the more (added) Indicators to confirm the trade. The price of a stock is proportional to the number of people wanting it; just as your house is rising and falling upon demand against “current” price.

The US has experienced (since 1994) the largest boom in home prices increases with a falling Interest Rate since Rates were 8.203125% in 1994 with Dow 30 at 7,500.

House prices will fall – (6.25%) with every + (1.5625%) rise in Interest Rates above 5.0%. They are falling now to fall more. If your house is valued less than $250,000 “relax up.” It ain’t worth the drop.

Combining Math Logic Technical Trading strategy with “perception:” Is done everyday, until you experience more success from the least parameters, not the more (added) Indicators to confirm the trade. The price of a stock is proportional to the number of people wanting it; just as your house is rising and falling upon demand against “current” price.

Making your trading heart is through your stomach: hot food and great beer: forget about the quality of the music. South Street Bar and Chrissie will set your mouth on fire with hot sauce set to perfect pitch. If you can’t carry a tune hold your beers and keep trading food for beers, step aside and let the winners to the bar.
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Darrel won Daytona 500 in 1987 after (17) Tries in car (17). And Richard Petty won (200) races and the Daytona 500 (7) times in car (43).

NASCAR always starts with (43) cars: harmonic circle (cycle).

World Record: Murrey wins Algorithm Award: Paris 1995  
World Record: Most copied, reproduced, stolen trading strategy in the world now.

World Record: predict new IPO breakouts higher or lower with (only) birth weight (price) on opening day set to music: math.

Fastest growing Trading strategy in the world predicting future market reverses off the same (exact) MM numbers set in 1993.

Trading, Investing, teaching trading and buy and selling of markets will find (every) trader smarter than T. Henning Murrey, if you are male. Women (just) want rules.

Stop your thinking right here and decide: “Has your expert investing equaled your gambling trading?” Investing and Buy and Hold Long term Trading involves your mind to fool you (into) thinking your perception of the worth of any market is real based on the “good information” presented (to you).

This article you are about to enjoy, will be based on 100% technical strategy placing the “trigger for trades” off percentages (exact) off preset levels (done for you) back in 1993, so when any market enters one of (17) automatic levels, you are expected to pull the trigger and take the profits or accept the required (1/2) of 1/8th loss per trade.

Combining Math Logic Technical Trading strategy with “perception:” Is done everyday, until you experience more success from the least parameters, not the more (added) Indicators to confirm the trade. The price of a stock is proportional to the number of people wanting it; just as your house is rising and falling upon demand against “current” price.

The US has experienced (since 1994) the largest boom in home prices increases with a falling Interest Rate since Rates were 8.203125% in 1994 with Dow 30 at 7,500.

House prices will fall – (6.25%) with every + (1.5625%) rise in Interest Rates above 5.0%. They are falling now to fall more. If your house is valued less than $250,000 “relax up.” It ain’t worth the drop.

Combining Math Logic Technical Trading strategy with “perception:” Is done everyday, until you experience more success from the least parameters, not the more (added) Indicators to confirm the trade. The price of a stock is proportional to the number of people wanting it; just as your house is rising and falling upon demand against “current” price.

Making your trading heart is through your stomach: hot food and great beer: forget about the quality of the music. South Street Bar and Chrissie will set your mouth on fire with hot sauce set to perfect pitch. If you can’t carry a tune hold your beers and keep trading food for beers, step aside and let the winners to the bar.
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World Record: predict new IPO breakouts higher or lower with (only) birth weight (price) on opening day set to music: math.
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Trading, Investing, teaching trading and buy and selling of markets will find (every) trader smarter than T. Henning Murrey, if you are male. Women (just) want rules.

Stop your thinking right here and decide: “Has your expert investing equaled your gambling trading?” Investing and Buy and Hold Long term Trading involves your mind to fool you (into) thinking your perception of the worth of any market is real based on the “good information” presented (to you).

This article you are about to enjoy, will be based on 100% technical strategy placing the “trigger for trades” off percentages (exact) off preset levels (done for you) back in 1993, so when any market enters one of (17) automatic levels, you are expected to pull the trigger and take the profits or accept the required (1/2) of 1/8th loss per trade.

Combining Math Logic Technical Trading strategy with “perception:” Is done everyday, until you experience more success from the least parameters, not the more (added) Indicators to confirm the trade. The price of a stock is proportional to the number of people wanting it; just as your house is rising and falling upon demand against “current” price.

The US has experienced (since 1994) the largest boom in home prices increases with a falling Interest Rate since Rates were 8.203125% in 1994 with Dow 30 at 7,500.

House prices will fall – (6.25%) with every + (1.5625%) rise in Interest Rates above 5.0%. They are falling now to fall more. If your house is valued less than $250,000 “relax up.” It ain’t worth the drop.
1935 US went Bankrupt: President Roosevelt went to Vienna, Austria to borrow money to pay back Federal Reserve from (rich) European Billionaires from 15th Century slave trades and required (all) US citizens to turn in all their Gold coins so we (the normal) citizens, could pay off the debts of the rich who were buying stocks at 100% leverage in 1929 at the top of the 1929 Crash. You accepted it then, do it again.

The poor always pay for the sins (money fun) of the rich: enjoy the next one coming soon, again. Good times, then bad times?

Please join our E Mail list and we will keep you informed (about the next one).

The South will Rise Again: Changed

1861 AD USA: 62.50% of all profits from US came from the South-Slavery. Southern slaves worth more than top ten businesses in the North, just before the War: Compromise of 1850 tried to settle expansion issue.

The Cotton Gin came out late during the Civil War. Cotton “pickers” turned to Country music turning seeds to “pics.”

The money is coming back to Nashville, Tennessee, again; gear up to invest (it).

Lucky at love or good at math?

When you are born means what?

Murrey born Oct. 09 1942:
Born 09.765625
Murrey’s Universal # 19.53125
Murrey’s Musical Pitch Fractal Major
1/8th = 12.50 so Murrey’s Minor 1/64th sound pitch = 1.5625, so Murrey’s Harmonic 1/512th = .1953125 cents.

New IPO: GDL: Gabelli Global Growth
Gabelli’s Baby is borne: $20.00
Jan. 26 2007: 10:30 am
Crib size: 19.921875 to 20.1171875
MM 0/8th at 19.53125
MM 8/8th at 11,250
Murrey Predicted: Oct. 09 1999: Major Harmonic 1/8th = 1,250 points added to 10,625 = 11,875, so market should stall up at 11,875 or 156.25 on either side, so you do the math: the high was 11,750 or 11,718.75 and Murrey missed by 31.25 points; go figure.

T. Henning Murrey accepted the challenge and the award using MU Number: 19.53125

How many Harvard, Stanford, Berkley, Wharton, MIT MBA’s are trying to read what it will do and ignoring Murrey’s Math?

Dedication of IPO GDL to:
Mike Norman at www.bizradio1328.com
He interviewed Murrey last year on his radio show and told the audience “no one” could predict any (future) markets off (only) (17) of Murrey’s harmonic Octaves. Please E Mail him and thank him for his “Truth.”

Trader’s World Magazine Fall 1999-2000 Issue # 28 Gann and Murrey Agree: All markets reverse off Harmony Octaves: now, request this issue from Larry Jacobs.

Oct. 09 1999
Start New MM Trading Year
Dow 30 Index at 10,625 MM 4/8th
MM 0/8th at 10,000
MM 8/8th at 11,250
Murrey Predicted: Oct. 09 1999: Major Harmonic 1/8th = 1,250 points added to 10,625 = 11,875, so market should stall up at 11,875 or 156.25 on either side, so you do the math: the high was 11,750 or 11,718.75 and Murrey missed by 31.25 points; go figure. You know it. Your “job” is to learn to trade (not) predict (future) highs: sorry.

Your “job” Education
Tennessee Lottery Provides Scholarships
Gambling in Tennessee is good?
75% of the young people: 87.5% boys and 12.50% girls lose their scholarships before one year in school? Why?
Education is defined as the ability to make more than $37,500 per year from the 1st year you graduate with no more than $5,000 investment and no more than 3.125 hours of work per day.
You are not required to know there are (have been) (43) Presidents or the Capital of the US.
You don’t have to speak correct English to be a rock star, sports pro athlete, or elected to Congress from your district.

How much you make from your university is all (that) matters to adults after college.

If education were real, and universities were efficient, everyone would have “cashed in” in January 2000, when their mutual funds were up as much as + 350% from 1998 to 2000.
They are still below the 2000 highs and its seven years later, soon to tank again.
Education requires you learn from the past and not repeat (it), again and again.

Nashville Public City Schools report 70% of their inner city students “poor.” Poor people want the simplest trading system, since they don’t have time to “invest” and learn to lose as a part of winning. The average “poor” student loses interest in school in the 8th grade, when they can’t read, write or count past 100.

T. Henning Murrey started school in the city projects in North Nashville, (then) made up all the way to the “slums of Belle Meade.”

T. Henning Murrey “invented” his trading system for “poor” kids in public school: 8th grade math.

Why wouldn’t the 500 S&P corporations donate $5,000 to “poor” US inner city students, who want to just (start) out making $37,500 per year without finishing high school or going to “party” at university?

The “average” US worker works (only) 6.25 years daily with a college degree.

Why not let those who hate school and working hard and gossiping at work just stay at home (1/2) a day and make money looking at a computer screen without games of chance or simulated murder for points?

They can come to school at 3:00 pm and play sports or try out for cheerleader.

If the object of education is make money to pay bills, why force rote memory phrases, words, theories or philosophy, which no one ever uses after university to prove you can start out making $37,500 per year by looking at a chart, which tells you the (87.5%) best odds anything will reverse?

Bar tenders make more money than most university graduates.

Why force non-intellectuals to want to grow up to be looked down upon, just because they didn’t go to Richer than U University?

96.875% of all (rich) university graduates never exit from their retirement funds after any: + (6.25%) or + (12.50%) run up of free profits from waking up and going to work and looking at their profit returns. Education requires you know something.

If you say you are educated, you are required to know to take an educated profit.

Trading versus Investing
Trading is defined as a way to profit from a move in either direction, where you make money for no more reason you take the profits in a short period of time. You take small losses since you don’t invest.

Investing is meant for homes (only), not in stocks or your child’s education.

If your child attended university and told them to be a long term Buy and Hold (do nothing) Investor your child was cheated.

The US MBA Programs will not present “technical trading” and MBA Graduates run 2,000 US Hedge Funds into bankruptcy almost every two years, since these intelligent people never knew 8th grade math trading for small profits and exiting with smaller losses (per trade).

Most US investors lose – (25%) of their free profits every 15 years, but this time it will be cut in 1/2.: be ready to exit fast.

If the goal is to (simply) make money, why go to university to read Shakespeare?

All sports are repletion of formations inside the “lines.”

All successful “traders” are looking for the (same) repeatable formation inside the “lines.”

Nashville Public City School uses quantum physics to teach kids at Buena Vista School in North Nashville.

Former, Nashville Public School Teacher (Murrey) went to Buena Vista Elementary School at (5) years old and at (50) set all markets to 8th grade math (hidden) inside quantum physics, which the smartest university genius can’t find (yet).

Socrates said: “Don’t present the rich or the poor with math higher than 8th grade.”

Pythagoras said: “All the math you need is set to the navel of the: a) baby, b) 12.50 year old girl, c) 17 year old girl and the d) (30) year old grandmother: 312.50 BC.”

Einstein said: “US university graduates can’t understand compound interest, but spend hours talking about Black Holes and the speed of light (to nowhere).”

Day dreaming is for the Intellectual (only)

Poor City School children need simple rules, repeatable with profits which build confidence shown by money in hand.

You don’t have to live in a public bathroom to join a large US brokerage house to be able to trade stocks. You need a MM chart.

87.50% of all US (male) citizens no matter the educational level can read point spread sheets for gambling. Convert this mentality to trading stocks and currencies.

87.50% of all university graduates, stock brokers, mutual fund sales persons or financial advisers cannot read a MM chart.

Why try and educate young people who just want to make money gambling on sports and stocks?

Reverse Profit Motivation

Make poor people rich then educate them to know university “trivia.”

Teach “poor” public city school children to make money, then read Intellectual books and remember worthless words and phrases.

Inteligent people never knew 8th grade math required to know to take an educated profit.

We want to take the money and run and spend it or go buy another stock and take its “free” profits. Don’t fall in love with profits.

Dolly Pardon wants to give $20,000,000 for helping “poor” children learn to read (early).

Murrey will give $20,000,000 of his end of day software to Tennessee Public Schools, so children who tire at reading and higher math can be “coached” to start out making
$37,500 per year with a $5,000 investment, if they will wait for the best formation.

T. Henning Murrey publishes the (exact) best odds MM future numbers all markets will reverse off for the next (90) days.

Please send us $50.00 and we shall E Mail them to you. When you subscribe to our end of day software for 60 days for $100.00 we will send them to you as part of your education. Why invent the wheel (over)?

Why will (not) your local” University or “tech” school send out the (13) expected reverses for any market the (next) (64) trading days?

Murrey will send out his (13) numbers (free)* to all Tennessee Public Schools every (64) days. Kids can get (it).

This country is afraid to be wrong.
It cost nothing to be wrong, if you take a small lose and not “crawl under the bed.”

It costs nothing to be wrong, when all higher education expects you to lose – (50%) of your free profits on average every 15 years.

They know and you experience “Losing” as part of the curriculum toward winning (investing). If this is true (yes) what is their motivation to change to trading? Who cares?

Murrey sends out his numbers every (64) trading days from Oct. 09 2006 this past fall season.


This was the 60 Yr. Cycle of Man with Money. 3,125 BC 60 Yr. Cycle set up.
Murrey predicted the reverse up at “private party” for students, on Oct. 05, 2002 Sunday night at Princeton’s Grille: Nashville: (17) students attended. Pictures and names are available for $100.00.

T. Henning Murrey was “lucky” to be born (exactly) on the 30-60 year cycle of the Dow 30 Index. “Were you born lucky?”

Confirmation: July 08 1932 all time low at 40.625 on Dow 30 Index. Sept. 2002 low on S&P 100 was 406.25. Jan. 1993 low the on S&P 100 406.25. You remember all these lows? Gann predicted lows to be July 04 1932 in ‘27. Did your grand father say?

President Jimmy Carter’s high in Crude Oil was 40.625. Interest Rates were 18.75% right? M2 Money supply went up fast.

Hunt Brothers all time high in silver was 40.625. Are you still holding on to it? All time high in crude oil (cash) 81.25.

Find one US MBA Graduate Program which forces “genius” students to know the last 30 years of: Gold, Silver, Oil, Soybeans, S&P 100, S&P 500, Dow 30 Index, Natural Gas, unleaded gas, NY Light Heating Oil, Corn, Wheat or Pork Bellies, since everyone eats (it) and shares it at every “tail gate” party before the big university game

It (only) takes 1.5625 minutes to look at a 30 Year Chart of any market. There are 100 brokerage houses, who will mail it to you free, if you are not afraid to ask: step up.

US traders are smart, so any market is anything you are told or imagine them to be: choose and see how you do with your stuff.

MMM MMMMMM MM MMM MMM

All markets are random in nature. There are no random markets.
You choose (which) and you are correct?

MMM MMMMMM MM MMM MMM

Your task: take every MM 0/8th and MM 8/8th and divide it by MBA: .00152587890625 and you will see every answer (result) will end in (00) or (05) and will be an exact ratio of this harmonic number (Murrey’s). Try it: its easy math.

Murrey’s Purpose: See traders enjoy profits made from trading off Murrey’s Lines. Why continue to guess reverses?

Do you want to (finally) get in sync?

All humans trading (at one time) resonate into the (group) Harmonic (Harmonica) Pitch: 437.50. This is why (random) major US Indexes will reverse off (exact) MM Lines. Price converts random to (exact) MM.

MM 0/8th zero to MM 8/8th = 50.00
437.50 = 7/8th Key of “B”

All time high in S&P 100 Cash Market was 843.75. Now divide it by two = 437.50 1993 low. How simple is this for the low IQ?

We have provided a chart for those who have no memory of the past.

Earth (puts off) 43.75 hertz in 24 hours. Harmonic sets off 437.50 cycles per sec. Piano Middle “C” 1939 was 437.50 cps.

Did your school provide you with Cherokee Indian Flute set to 437.50 cps in...
5th grade?

Expectation Law (of) Graduate School

Students who play music at 5 years old graduate in top 10% and those 5 year olds who talk the most in 1st grade barely make it out of high school. Shut up and listen will spare the word. Einstein talked at (7.18).

Law of Repetition (for children)

If you tell your child the same thing (more than) (17) times, it you, who has the memory problem: red this article (15) times (over). We hid all the clues at random.

You think all markets are random in nature, so we hid our trading strategy out of order, in a random pattern, so the high IQ, patient, dedicated, with continuation of purpose will find them and place them in their correct order. Why help the lazy?

Gann did the same thing in 1942 and 1927.

Go kick Gann's grave in Brooklyn, NY.

Your responsibility is to search for markets reversing off MM 1/8th or MM 7/8th and make the trade (in the opposite direction).

We provide all the MM Trading Lines, circles, and exact prices for you, with one click of the symbol tab. Our software eliminates all the "mental" work you divide: dividing, adding, subtracting, and multiplying one number (17) times. Why not let your car park itself? Cost is only $12,500. Every $10,000 you waste from 40 to 62.50 years old, you want Social Security to repay you $10,000 you waste from 40 to 62.50 years.

Please film your garage, attic and spare bed rooms for all you bought (no one) sees. Sell it and start a currency account next till you die: American Way.

Please notice we had (17) reverses up to (39.0625) v8th grade math logic.

6th grade?

The faster the system to master, will be the sooner you loss more of your capital per trade. Can you set your VCR?

Murrey Price: Exact Octaves (17)
Murrey Time: Start Oct. 09 2006
MM Price and Time Equal Musical Harmony: Exact Time Divided by Price

You need Murrey's Musical Scale (17) Octaves to watch every market reverse off Murrey Math Trading Lines: 1992-93 and (still) reversing off the same numbers today. You need Murrey's (yearly) starting Time for each New Year's start. Got it now?

T. Henning Murrey moved to 1906.25 (15th) Ave. South across from Ward Belmont Private School (for rich young women) out of the city projects at 9th and Cheat hum Ave in the year 1953.(125) AD Murrey's father and grand father, Masons handed Murrey The Book of Murrey which contained The Murrey's Binary Algorithm: .00152587890625 which was derived from (64) 2 x 2 = 4 x 2 = 8 x 2 = 16 x 2 = 32 x 2 = 64 (13) Weeks which is ¼ of the Sun's Year. Murrey never was a Mason.


Murrey never was a Mason.


1954: Waverly Belmont Junior High School: on 12th Ave South Murrey was taught by Miss Samson Triangulation of the Planets, Moon and Sun: 5: 12: 13. Mr. Strickland who won the Tennessee State Tourney in basketball with "all the way for Doc" was Murrey's Principal. "Bill" Smith was Murrey's junior high coach. Mr. Martin was Murrey's math teacher. Check it out.

Murrey "discovered" in 1960, when he was voted Master of The five at Centennial Park at The Parthenon under the Goddess Athena (that) Musical Octaves (100) divided (17) times would produce the smallest "tradable" price .00152587890625, but if it is divided down ½ twice (more) it would produce Murrey's Rational "fib" # .003814697265625.

What a stroke of luck? Did you miss it too?

Murrey knows planet movement (away from others) creates the "dobbler affect" wobble, so we must use .618 and .382.

But math on Base Ten (Muslim) must be set to a perfect fractal where all ends (last digits) are only (00) or (05).

If all traded markets (on Base Ten) have to end with either (00) or (05) why are the gurus all over the trading world asking you to trade off random (extreme) highs and lows, which will never result in any numbers set to Murrey's Perfectly Harmonic Binary Algorithm: .0015……?

If (all) this is true, where are the most reliable reversal MM Price points?

MM 1/8th and MM 7/8th (Yellow).

Simplest Example: Dow Futures: exact 39.0625 point reversal with no info Dec. 11 2006 thru Jan 05 2007
MM 0/8th 12,343.(75)
MM 8/8th 12,656.(25)
MM 1/8th = .390625
Murrey's Sacred Square Root: .625 x .625 = .390625, so move decimal over two places from Murrey's Master Square: 100 (.390625), MM Sq: 1,000 (3.90625) to MM Sq: 10,000 (39.0625) v8th grade math logic.

Please notice we had (17) reverses up to 12,656.25 at MM 8/8th. Was this luck?

Are you in denial, envy or disgust for all the time you wasted "back testing" stocks?

Liar, Liar Pants on Fire: Luck

87.5% of all "floor traders" know there is a spread between the Dow cash and the Dow futures, but they don't realize it is precise: set against Murrey's Sacred Square Root: .625.

Proof is in "seeing" the chart:
Example: S&P 100 Cash Market
Start New Trading Year: Oct. 09 2006
Price: 625 (exact) low MM 0/8th

This article is extremely long and has numerous charts. The entire article with all the charts is available online at www.tradersworld.com/murrey4